
 

Logitech® Wireless Mouse M185
Logitech® Wireless Mouse M185. A simple, reliable mouse with plug-and-play wireless.
You get the reliability of a cord with wireless convenience and freedom—fast data
transmission and virtually no delays or dropouts. The 1-year battery life means fewer
hassles, too.* You’ll enjoy the high quality and reliability that have made Logitech the
global leader for mice—plus a 3-year guarantee. The tiny nano receiver works right away
without software and is small enough to leave in your USB port so you won’t lose it. And
on top of that, this comfy, contoured mouse treats your hand right. * Battery life may vary
based on user and computing conditions.

Feature
Logitech® Wireless Mouse M185
A simple, reliable mouse with plug-and-play wireless
- 1-year battery life*
- 3-year guarantee
- Plug-and-forget nano receiver stays in your laptop

* Battery life may vary based on user and computing conditions.

Compatibility
Windows® XP, Windows Vista® or
Windows® 7Mac OS® X 10.5 or laterLinux®
kernel 2.6+USB port

What's in the box
Mouse
Nano receiver
1 AA battery (pre-installed)
User documentation
3-year manufacturer's guarantee and full
product support

Logistic info
  Weight: 0.141 kg
Width: 5 cm
Height/depth: 25 cm
Length: 11 cm

Plug-and-play wireless connectivity
Plug-and-play wireless—thanks to Logitech® Advanced 2.4 GHz wireless
technology—gives you the reliability of a cord with wireless convenience and freedom,
fast data transmission and virtually no delays or dropouts.

1-year battery life* * Battery life Logitech reliability with a 3-year Plug-and-forget nano receiver that
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may vary based on user and
computing conditions.
You can go a full year without battery
hassles. The On/Off switch and smart sleep
mode help conserve power.* * Battery life
may vary based on user and computing
conditions.

guarantee
You get the high quality and reliability that
have made Logitech the global leader for
mice—plus a three-year guarantee.

stays in your laptop
No software, no hassles. The tiny nano
receiver works right away and is small
enough to leave in your USB port so you
won’t lose it.

Comparison Chart

Other information
Technical specifications
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